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We tested whether putting oneself in the shoes of others is easier for women, possibly
as a function of individuals’ empathy levels, and whether any sex difference might be
modulated by the sex of presented figures. Participants (N ¼ 100, 50 women) imagined
(a) being in the spatial position of front-facing and back-facing female and male figures
(third person perspective (3PP) task) and (b) that the figures were their own mirror
reflections (first person perspective (1PP) task). After mentally taking the figure’s
position, individuals decided whether the indicated hand of the figure would be their
own left or right hand. Contrary to our hypothesis, results from the 3PP-task showed
higher rotational costs for women than men, suggesting that mental rotation rather
than social strategies had been employed. However, faster responding by women with
higher empathy scores would appear to indicate that some women engaged social
perspective taking strategies irrespective of the figures’ position. Figures’ sex was
relevant to task performance as higher rotational costs were observed for male figures
in the 3PP-task for both sexes and for female figures in the 1PP-task for women. We
argue that these latter findings indicate that performance was facilitated and/or
inhibited towards figures associated with specific social and emotional implications.

Taking the perspective of another person is an important interpersonal function,
thought to reflect a social cognitive ability (Adolphs, 2001; Brothers, 1990). One form of
social perspective taking is empathy, the ‘response more appropriate to someone else’s
situation than to one’s own’ (Hoffman, 1987, p. 48). While empathy is frequently
considered to concern the emotional situation of another person, independent accounts
distinguish between three main forms of empathy that can be identified as emotional,
cognitive (theory of mind, ToM), and motor (mirror system) empathy (Blair, 2005).
Although differences between these forms of perspective taking have been outlined
(Blair, 2005), common to all forms is the ability to compare one’s own perspective with
that of another person. Indeed, studies have emphasized that emotional empathy
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reflects a form of general perspective taking ability (Davis et al., 2004; Vogeley & Fink,
2003) and neuroscientific findings have shown that different forms of perspective taking
might depend on a partially common, overlapping brain network (Agnew, Bhakoo, &
Puri, 2007; Apperly, Samson, Chiavarino, & Humphreys, 2004; Blanke et al., 2005; Frith
& Frith, 2006; Saxe & Wexler, 2005; Schulte-Ruther, Markowitsch, Shah, Fink, & Piefke,
2008 for recent accounts).
The present study is concerned with potential sex differences in perspective taking
ability. It has been suggested that the understanding of others’ thoughts and feelings is a
‘female’ trait (Unger & Crawford, 1992). Girls as compared to boys are more often raised
in ways favouring the understanding and expressing of emotions (Brown, DonelanMcCall, & Dunn, 1996; Cervantes & Callanan, 1998; Leaper, Anderson, & Sanders, 1998).
Also, girls use mental-state terms (e.g. know, think, pretend) at a higher frequency than
boys (Hughes & Dunn, 1998). Girls score higher than boys on both social and selfunderstanding tasks (Bosacki, 2000), and show a weak advantage in false belief tasks
(Charman, Ruffman, & Clements, 2002). Beyond young age, women as compared to men
show better performance in ToM tasks such as the ‘mind in the eyes’, or ‘social faux pas’
task (Baron-Cohen & Hammer, 1997; Baron-Cohen, Jolliffe, Mortimore, & Robertson,
1997; Carroll & Yung, 2006; but see Jarrold, Butler, Cottington, & Jimenez, 2000; Russell,
Tchanturia, Rahman, & Schmidt, 2007), and score higher on self-report empathy
questionnaires (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004; Rueckert & Naybar, 2008; SchulteRuther et al., 2008), potentially mediated by the right cerebral hemisphere (SchulteRuther et al., 2008). Finally, Galinsky, Magee, Inesi, and Gruenfeld (2006) argue that
perceived power (a trait more highly associated with the male than the female sex)
diminishes an individual’s need to engage in perspective taking. In support of this notion,
high-power participants – with an enhanced perception of their own power – showed
impaired perspective-taking inclinations and abilities relative to low-power participants
(Galinsky et al., 2006). Taken together, much evidence suggests that women might be
better at ‘putting themselves in the shoes of others’ (e.g. Davies & Stone, 1995) than men.
The present study tested the hypothesis that women would outperform men when
mentally taking the visuospatial perspective of another person. More specifically,
participants were required to make right–left judgments about a schematic human
figure. In the third person perspective (3PP) taking condition, participants indicated
whether the marked right or left hand of the depicted human figures (Figure 1) would
be their own right or left hand if they were in the spatial position of these figures (Arzy,
Thut, Mohr, Michel, & Blanke, 2006; Blanke et al., 2005; Mohr, Blanke, & Brugger, 2006;
Zacks, Rypma, Gabrieli, Tversky, & Glover, 1999). Importantly, this task was found to
dissociate neuronally from a task measuring mental rotation of objects (Blanke et al.,
2005). In the first person perspective (1PP) taking condition, participants were also
required to perform left–right judgments, but while imagining that the figures were their
own reflection in a mirror (Arzy et al., 2006). Accordingly, both tasks required
participants to perform mental own-body transformations, but from different
perspectives. In the 3PP-task, participants were required to carry out the task from
the perspective of another (third person), and in the 1PP-task, from their own (first
person) perspective. On the assumption that the 3PP-task is more strongly related to
‘social’ perspective taking (perspective of other) as compared to the 1PP-task
(perspective of self), we expected women to outperform men in the 3PP-task, but not in
the 1PP-task.
In addition, we investigated the influence of the sex that was depicted in the
schematic figures, i.e. whether it depicted a male or a female figure, on performance in
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Figure 1. Male and female figures used in the mental own body transformation tasks. Always one hand
is indicated by a black bracelet around the wrist. The correct answers are indicated with letters
(R, right; L, left) for the 3PP-task and 1PP-task.

the 3PP- and 1PP-tasks. In face recognition tasks, some studies show women to perform
better than men (Guillem & Mograss, 2005; Yonker, Eriksson, Nilsson, & Herlitz, 2003),
in particular for female faces (Cellerino, Borghetti, & Sartucci, 2004; Ellis, Shepherd, &
Bruce, 1973; Lewin & Herlitz, 2002; Rehnman & Herlitz, 2006), while others report a
general same-sex advantage (Wright & Sladden, 2003). On the other hand, no same-sex
advantage was reported in a study that tested memory for the appearance of others
(Horgan, Mast, Hall, & Carter, 2004). The latter authors tested memory for appearance
information of others, and found an overall advantage of female over male participants
and an overall advantage for female over male figures. According to these findings, a
same-sex advantage on the 3PP- and 1PP-tasks could be predicted, but also that women
might have a general advantage in the processing of ‘other’ information, and that female
figures might be more easily processed than male figures.
As a final question, we assessed participants’ empathy with a validated empathy
questionnaire (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004). On the assumption that the 3PPtask is more related to social perspective taking than the 1PP-task, we expected that
performance in the 3PP-task would improve with increasing empathy scores, and that
this might be more pronounced for female as compared to male participants.

Method
Participants
One hundred healthy right-handed (Oldfield, 1971) undergraduate students (50 women)
with a mean (^SD) age (in years) of 20.5 (2.9, range 18–39) took part in the study. None
of the participants indicated (self-report) a previous neurological or psychiatric history.
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Those who reported having consumed psychoactive substances within the last
2 months were excluded from the study. Prior to the experiment, which was approved
by the local Ethical Committee of the University of Bristol, all participants provided
written, informed consent. Participants were tested in groups of 5–10 participants in
a classroom setting.
Empathy
Empathy was measured using the empathy quotient questionnaire (EQ; Baron-Cohen &
Wheelwright, 2004). The EQ consists of 40 empathy and 20 filler items. Participants are
instructed to respond on a four-point scale anchored from ‘strongly disagree’ to
‘strongly agree’. Items include ‘In a conversation, I tend to focus on my own thoughts
rather than on what my listener might be thinking’ and ‘It is hard for me to see why
some things upset people so much’. Half of the target items are worded to elicit a
‘disagree’ response and the other half to elicit an ‘agree’ response when responding in
an empathetic manner to avoid response biases. As done by Lawrence et al. (2004), we
re-scored the ‘disagree’ items so that a higher overall EQ score indicated higher empathy.
Perspective taking task
The stimuli were modified versions of those used in previous mental imagery tasks on
bodily perspective taking (Arzy et al., 2006; Arzy, Mohr, Michel, & Blanke, 2007; Bailey,
Papadopoulos, Lingford-Hughes, & Nutt, 2007; Blanke et al., 2005; Mohr et al., 2006;
Zacks et al., 1999). The eight figures faced either toward or away from the participant
(Figure 1). Front- and back-facing figures had the same outline, and differed only in the
rendering of the clothing of the figure, its shape (female, male) and the presence of a
face (front-facing) or the back of a head (back-facing, Figure 1). The figures’ hands were
marked with a bracelet around the wrist on either the right or left hand (Figure 1).
Procedure
The general task of the participants was to judge whether the bracelet was on their right
or their left hand when imagining themselves in the figure’s position (3PP) or when
imagining the figure to be their mirror reflection (1PP) (Arzy et al., 2006, 2007; Blanke
et al., 2005; Mohr et al., 2006). Participants made these right–left judgments about the
figures (Figure 1) presented sequentially in the centre of a computer screen (5:08 £ 6:18
of visual angle) until a response was provided. Right–left responses were indicated by
button press on a keyboard. Left judgments (L, Figure 1) were indicated by a button
press of the left index finger on the left SHIFT key, and right judgments (R, Figure 1) by a
button press of the right index finger on the right SHIFT key. The inter-trial interval was
1,000 ms. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and precisely as possible,
but to always make the mental effort required to perform the 3PP-task or 1PP-task prior
to giving their responses. Half of the participants started with the 3PP-task, and the
remaining half with the 1PP-task. Each experimental block consisted of a total of
80 trials, within which each of the eight stimuli appeared 10 times in randomized order.
For both task conditions, we calculated the percentage of correct responses as well as
mean reaction times (RTs) for correct responses separately for the task conditions that
required no additional spatial transformation (WITHOUT: front-facing figures in the 1PPtask and back-facing figures in the 3PP-task) and those that required an additional spatial
transformation (WITH: back-facing figures in the 1PP-task and front-facing figures in the
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3PP-task). Response latencies faster than 200 ms and slower than 5,000 ms were
discarded from analysis (Harris, Harris, & Caine, 2002). After verbal and written
instructions, the participants first performed 10 practice trials for each task condition
before entering the actual experimental blocks.

Statistical analyses
We performed two sets of repeated measures ANOVAs on (1) mean RTs for correct
responses, and (2) accuracy; one set to facilitate comparability of the present results
with those of previous ones (see also Arzy et al., 2006; Easton, Blanke, & Mohr, 2009),
and another set to directly test for sex differences in perspective taking. The first set
considered the factors TASK (3PP-task, 1PP-task), and TRANSFORMATION (WITH,
WITHOUT). The second set made use of mental transformation indices calculated for
each individual separately (see below) to capture behavioural costs when participants’
physical body position did not match the imagined body position. To do so, we made use
of the transformation conditions WITH and WITHOUT (see above): for RTs indices,
we used the formula RT index ¼ ðWITH 2 WITHOUTÞ=ðWITH þ WITHOUTÞ £ 100
(Marshall, Caplan, & Holmes, 1975; Mohr et al., 2005) to obtain a measure that was
independent of individual differences in overall performance. For accuracy indices, we
used the formula accuracy index ¼ ðWITHOUT – WITHÞ=ðWITH þ WITHOUTÞ £ 100. In
both instances, positive values reflect an advantage of the WITHOUT over the WITH
condition, and negative values reflect an advantage of the WITH over the WITHOUT
condition. These indices were individually calculated for each task (1PP-task, 3PP-task)
and figure (female figure, male figure), and subjected to repeated measures ANOVAs
with the factors TASK (3PP-task, 1PP-task), and FIGURES’ SEX (male figure, female
figure) as repeated measures, and PARTICIPANTS’ SEX (men, women) as betweensubject measure. Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistics showed that the dependent measures
met criterion for normal distribution (all d , :14, all p . :05). Post hoc comparisons
were performed using Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) tests.
In order to test whether increasing empathy related to superior performance in
the 3PP-task, but not 1PP-task (in particular in women), we performed Pearson
correlations for each task and sex separately between EQ scores and (i) accuracy,
(ii) RTs, and (iii) rotational cost indices. All p-values are two-tailed, and the significance
level was set to a ¼ :05.

Results
Participants
While the mean age (in years) did not differ between women (20:1 ^ 2:1) and men
(20:8 ^ 3:5; tð98Þ ¼ 1:07, p ¼ :29), EQ scores were higher in women (55:7 ^ 9:3) than
in men (49:5 ^ 8:2, tð98Þ ¼ 3:54, p ¼ :0006).
General performance in the two perspective taking tasks
Reaction times
The ANOVA on RTs with TASK and TRANSFORMATION as within-subject measures
revealed a significant main effect for TASK (Fð1; 99Þ ¼ 64:51, p , :0001; 3PPtask: 803:5 ^ 179:4 , 1PP – task: 975:1 ^ 225:1), and a significant main effect for
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TRANSFORMATION (Fð1; 99Þ ¼ 103:27, p , :0001; WITHOUT: 808:5 ^ 172:1 ,WITH:
970:1 ^ 212:5), but no significant interaction between TASK and TRANSFORMATION
(Fð1; 99Þ ¼ 0:53, p ¼ :47). These findings indicate that participants responded faster in
the 3PP-task than 1PP-task, and faster in WITHOUT than WITH trials.

Accuracy
The ANOVA on accuracy revealed a significant main effect for TASK (Fð1; 99Þ ¼ 20:99,
p , :0001; 3PP-task: 96:5 ^ 4:4 . 1PP – task: 93:9 ^ 5:9), a significant main effect
for TRANSFORMATION condition (Fð1; 99Þ ¼ 8:38, p ¼ :005; WITHOUT:
96:2 ^ 5:0 . WITH: 94:2 ^ 6:0), but no significant interaction between TASK and
TRANSFORMATION condition (Fð1; 99Þ ¼ 0:06, p ¼ :81). Again, these findings show
that participants performed better in the 3PP-task than 1PP-task, and in WITHOUT
than WITH trials.

Sex differences in the two perspective taking tasks
Reaction times
The ANOVA on RT indices (note that positive values indicate an advantage for
the WITHOUT over the WITH condition and negative values an advantage for the WITH
over the WITHOUT condition) with SEX as a between-subject measure and TASK and
FIGURES’ SEX as within-subject measures revealed significant main effects for SEX
(Fð1; 98Þ ¼ 11:41, p ¼ :001; women: 11:3 ^ 7:5 . men: 6:8 ^ 5:7) and TASK
(Fð1; 98Þ ¼ 7:65, p ¼ :007; 3PP-task: 10:3 ^ 7:9 . 1PP – task: 7:7 ^ 9:0, Figure 2).
There were also significant interactions between TASK and FIGURES’ SEX
(Fð1; 98Þ ¼ 68:05, p , :0001) and TASK, FIGURES’ SEX, and SEX (Fð1; 98Þ ¼ 6:28,
p ¼ :01, Figure 2). The remaining comparisons were not significant (F-values 3.33,
p . :07). To explore this significant three-way interaction we conducted the
same ANOVAs as before, but for the 3PP-task and 1PP-task separately. The ANOVA for
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Figure 2. Mean RT indices in the 1PP-task (A) and the 3PP-task (B) as a function of PARTICIPANTS’ and
FIGURES’ SEX (male figures, M figure; female figures, F figure). Vertical bars denote 1SE. Higher values
denote increasing rotational costs, i.e. larger differences between the condition WITH and WITHOUT
an additional mental transformation.
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the 1PP-task showed significant main effects for SEX (Fð1; 98Þ ¼ 79:95, p , :0001;
women: 10:2 ^ 9:4 . men: 5:2 ^ 7:8), FIGURES’ SEX (Fð1; 98Þ ¼ 21:59, p , :0001;
female figure: 9:4 ^ 10:2 . male figure: 6:1 ^ 9:2), and a significant interaction
(Fð1; 98Þ ¼ 7:18, p ¼ :009). Post hoc comparisons showed (see also Figure 2a) that
women, when presented with female figures, revealed the largest rotational costs
(higher indices) as compared to when male figures were presented to women
(p , :001), or female (p ¼ :001) and male (p , :001) figures were presented to male
participants. The ANOVA for the 3PP-task showed significant main effects of SEX
(Fð1; 98Þ ¼ 6:94, p ¼ :01; women: 12:3 ^ 8:8 . men: 8:3 ^ 6:3), and FIGURES’ SEX
(Fð1; 98Þ ¼ 52:64, p , :0001; male figure: 12:9 ^ 8:4 . female figure: 7:8 ^ 8:9), but
no significant interaction (Fð1; 98Þ ¼ 0:84, p ¼ :36, Figure 2b).
Accuracy
The ANOVA on accuracy indices with SEX as a between-subject measure and TASK and
FIGURES’ SEX as within-subject measures revealed a significant interaction between
TASK and FIGURES’ SEX (Fð1; 98Þ ¼ 9:26;, p ¼ :003). Post hoc comparisons were all
non-significant (p . :20); only a trend indicated that rotational costs were lower for
male (0:5 ^ 7:3) as compared to female (1:8 ^ 6:5) figures in the 1PP-task (3PP-task:
male 1:5 ^ 4:2; female 0:5 ^ 4:4). The remaining main effects and interactions were all
not significant (F 2 values , 2:50, p 2 values . :12).
Relationship between perspective taking performance and empathy scores
For male participants, none of the correlations between EQ scores and the behavioural
measures were significant (Table 1). For female participants, increasing EQ scores were
negatively correlated with RTs in the 3PP-task (Table 1). None of the remaining
correlations for women were significant (Table 1).
Table 1. Pearson correlations ( p-values in brackets) between EQ scores and behavioural measures for
men (N ¼ 50) and women (N ¼ 50) separately
3PP-task
RT/RT index
Men
Women

.12 (.41)/2 .04 (.77)
2 .29 (.04)/2 .18 (.22)

1PP-task
Acc/Acc index

2 .18 (.21)/2 .12 (.39)
.09 (.52)/2 .07 (.62)

RT/RT index
2.07 (.66)/.22 (.13)
2.05 (.71)/2 .03 (.84)

Acc/Acc index
2.09 (.53)/2 .02 (.88)
.18 (.22)/.18 (.22)

Note. Acc, accuracy.

Discussion
Herein we tested the role of participants’ sex, figure’s sex, and individuals’ self-reported
empathy on bodily perspective taking. Using the same stimuli, participants took a 3PPtask and a 1PP-task in a bodily perspective taking task. Behavioural differences in
the two tasks with respect to participants’ sex or figures’ sex can thus not be explained
by the stimuli used, but by the mental effort required to perform each task. Based on
the earlier literature, we predicted an advantage (i) for women in the 3PP-task
(in particular with increasing self-reported empathy scores), and (ii) for female or samesex figures.
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General performance in the two perspective taking tasks
Irrespective of participants’ and figures’ sex, we replicated previous findings showing
that participants demonstrated an advantage (RT, accuracy) for figures matching the
own body position. In more detail, participants performed better when figures required
no additional mental bodily transformation (WITHOUT: front-facing figures in the 1PPtask, back-facing figures in the 3PP-task) as compared to those requiring an additional
mental bodily transformation (WITH: back-facing figures in the 1PP-task, front-facing
figures in the 3PP-task) (Arzy et al., 2006, 2007; Blanke et al., 2005; Easton et al., 2009;
Mohr et al., 2006; Zacks et al., 1999). These overall behavioural findings are in
agreement with previous reports regarding the mental rotation of objects (Shepard &
Metzler, 1971; Wohlschläger & Wohlschläger, 1998), body parts (Bonda, Petrides, Frey,
& Evans, 1995; Cooper & Shepard, 1975; L. M. Parsons, 1987; Petit, Pegna, Mayer, &
Hauert, 2003; Seurinck, Vingerhoets, de Lange, & Achten, 2004), and perspective taking
tasks (e.g. Kaiser et al., 2008; Rilea, 2008): RTs are longer when the position of a
stimulus (or own current body position) does not match that of the target stimulus
(the WITH figures in the current study).

Rotational costs
The increase in RTs and the decrease in accuracy when the own current body position
did not match that of the target stimulus was used to determine rotational costs
(numerically expressed as an index, see statistical analysis section). A larger difference
between the two body positions reflects higher rotational costs, and is represented
numerically by higher indices. Results on these indices showed that (1) women revealed
higher rotational costs than men in both perspective taking tasks, (2) for the 1PP-task,
highest rotational costs were observed in women when presented with same-sex
figures, (3) rotational costs were higher for female figures in the 1PP-task, and for male
figures in the 3PP-task, and (4) women, but not men, showed faster responding in the
3PP-task with increasing EQ scores.

Sex differences
One of our major hypotheses was based on previous reports of a female advantage in
emotional and social perspective taking (Baron-Cohen & Hammer, 1997; Baron-Cohen &
Wheelwright, 2004; Baron-Cohen et al., 1997; Hughes & Dunn, 1998; Rueckert &
Naybar, 2008; Schulte-Ruther et al., 2008; Unger & Crawford, 1992). Assuming that the
3PP-task might capture some form of social perspective taking, we hypothesized that
women might outperform men in this task. The present findings, however, showed the
opposite. Previous studies comparing the sexes on comparable versions of the 3PP-task
showed no sex difference (Mohr et al., 2006; Rilea, 2008), pointed to a male advantage
(Ofte, 2002), in particular when of young age (Ofte & Hugdahl, 2002), did not test for
sex differences (Arzy et al., 2006, Expt 2; Bailey et al., 2007; Blanke et al., 2005; Easton
et al., 2009), or tested only male participants (Arzy et al., 2006, Expt 1, 2007; Zacks et al.,
1999). So, although most relevant studies either did not find or did not examine sex
differences, the two that did point to a male advantage in the 3PP-task; in line with the
present findings. This conclusion would imply that the 3PP-task is unrelated to social
perspective taking, casting doubt on the idea of a partially overlapping neural network
for physical and social perspective taking (at least, as tested here; Agnew et al., 2007;
Apperly et al., 2004; Blanke et al., 2005; Frith & Frith, 2006; Saxe & Wexler, 2005;
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Schulte-Ruther et al., 2008 for recent accounts). This conclusion would likewise imply
that the 3PP-task might capture spatial/mental rotation abilities, for which a male
advantage has repeatedly been reported (Harris & Gitterman, 1978; Parsons et al., 2004;
Voyer, Voyer, & Bryden, 1995; but see Jordan, Wustenberg, Jaspers-Feyer, Fellbrich, &
Peters, 2006).
However, the significantly faster RTs of women in the 3PP-task with increasing EQ
scores seems to support our original hypothesis, albeit the correlation is only modestly
significant (p ¼ :04). Also, no significant correlations were observed between EQ scores
and rotational cost indices indicating that faster responding occurred for front-facing
and back-facing figures alike. On this basis, we only cautiously propose that the 3PP-task
could, at least for some women, entail social perspective taking components, and that
this might depend on task expectancies (see also Massa, Mayer, & Bohon, 2005; Wraga,
Helt, Jacobs, & Sullivan, 2007). The sexes have been reported to apply different problem
solving strategies in spatial tasks (Butler et al., 2006; Kaiser et al., 2008; Pena, Contreras,
Shih, & Santacreu, 2008; Seurinck et al., 2004; Weiss et al., 2003). Also, spatial abilities as
a function of participants’ sex depend on variables such as gender role belief (Massa
et al., 2005; Moe & Pazzaglia, 2006), gender stereotype (Wraga et al., 2007), time
contraints (Peters, 2005), guessing tendencies (Voyer & Saunders, 2004), and stimulus
complexity (Parsons et al., 2004; Rilea, 2008). In more detail, women’s imagined selfrotations improved or deteriorated after having been exposed to a positive or negative
stereotype, respectively (Wraga et al., 2007). Massa et al. (2005) observed that women
with masculine gender role beliefs performed better when a spatial test was introduced
as a spatial ability task, and women with feminine gender role beliefs performed better
when the test was supposed to measure empathy. Although our instruction neither
manipulated stereotype nor empathic abilities, the 3PP-task might naturally have
triggered social perspective taking in some of our female participants, facilitating
responding with increasing EQ scores. Men, on the other hand, might be more likely to
use a spatial perspective taking strategy. Indeed, Kaiser et al. (2008) showed that
women more frequently apply egocentric perspective transformations and men objectbased perspective transformations. Moreover, these authors reported that half of their
male sample performed a 3PP-task without even taking the perspective of a presented
virtual avatar into consideration, applying an object-based approach to both a 1PP-task
and a 3PP-task.

Participants’ and figures’ sex interaction
The finding that the highest rotational costs were for women observing same-sex figures
in the 1PP-task (and not 3PP-task) suggests that this task is not merely a spatial task, but
might engage visual or social perspective taking components. This suggestion receives
further support from the observation that rotational costs in the 3PP-task were higher
for male as compared to female figures. When asked to recognize faces, a female
advantage (Guillem & Mograss, 2005; Yonker et al., 2003), in particular for female faces
(Cellerino et al., 2004; Ellis et al., 1973; Lewin & Herlitz, 2002; Rehnman & Herlitz,
2006) has been reported, while another study found evidence for a same-sex advantage
(Wright & Sladden, 2003). On the other hand, Horgan et al. (2004) found no same-sex
advantage for the appearance of others in a memory task, but an overall advantage of
female over male participants and an overall advantage for female over male figures.
Accordingly, we expected a female advantage with regards to female participants and/or
female figures. Admittedly, the present study did not target face recognition memory for
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the figures or their appearance, but still lends credence to the view that men and
women might process body- or sex-relevant information differently (Fischer et al., 2004;
Proverbio, Brignone, Matarazzo, Del Zotto, & Zani, 2006 for evidence from face
processing).
Explaining the current findings would appear challenging. In particular, why should
rotational costs be higher for male figures in the 3PP-task, and for female figures in the
1PP-task (specifically for female participants)? The simplest explanation would be that
front-facing female figures are the easiest to process, and accordingly are recognized
quicker and better than the other figures. This would result in higher rotational costs for
female figures in the 1PP-task, and in lower rotational costs in the 3PP-task (because
rotational costs are calculated as back minus front and front minus back, respectively).
While this suggestion could account for the finding that female figures associated with
higher rotational costs in the 1PP-task and male figures in the 3PP-task, it does not
explain the different treatment of front-facing female figures or why rotational costs for
female figures were most pronounced in women. Accordingly, we present some
conjectural, social psychological explanations, that are not only relevant to the present
findings, but also to future research.
These social psychological explanations would suggest that inhibition and
facilitation of physical perspective taking for male and female figures, respectively,
might relate to associated social and emotional roles / abilities of the sexes in the 3PPtask, and that enhanced rotational costs for women in the 1PP-task might relate to social
comparison processes. In the 3PP-task it seems that mentally taking the spatial position
of a third person might be inhibited for male figures and/or facilitated for women
figures. Mentally taking the physical perspective of a woman might be facilitated by the
image of a woman. Semantic priming tasks, for instance, have demonstrated that the
stereotype ‘woman’ has a number of associates, including that of nurturance towards
others, and that these associations are automatically activated when presented with
female images or even the word ‘woman’ (Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne, Thorn, &
Castelli, 1997; Martin & Macrae, 2007). Women are thought to have more highly
developed emotional skills, superior ToM, and to be more understanding, and empathic
than men (Baron-Cohen & Hammer, 1997; Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004; BaronCohen et al., 1997; Brown et al., 1996; Cervantes & Callanan, 1998; Hughes & Dunn,
1998; Leaper et al., 1998; Rueckert & Naybar, 2008; Schulte-Ruther et al., 2008; Unger &
Crawford, 1992). On the other hand, the male ‘stereotype’ of striving for power
(Connell, 2005), being aggressive and competitive (Cohen, Bowdle, Nisbett, & Schwarz,
1996; see also Pound, Penton-Voak, & Surridge, 2009) might inhibit mentally taking the
physical perspective of a man (see also Galinsky et al., 2006).
In the 1PP-task it seems that mentally matching a female figure with oneself is
inhibited in women, and social comparison might contribute to this finding. Female
bodies are more often displayed in various media than male bodies (Pope, Olivardia,
Borowiecki, & Cohane, 2001), with a frequent depiction of attention-grabbing and
idealized body shapes (Pope et al., 2001; Yang, Gray, & Pope, 2005). Studies like these
are closely related to those showing that women as compared to men are much more
concerned with body shape, and having an ideal, attractive body (Davison & McCabe,
2006; Unterhalter, Farrell, & Mohr, 2007), and that women exhibit social and
appearance comparison more regularly than men (Davison & McCabe, 2005; Jones,
2001, 2004) with associated harmful consequences (e.g. Groesz, Levine, & Murnen,
2002). Thus, higher rotational costs for female figures in women might be explained by
such social comparison processes.
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Conclusions
The present study investigated whether participants’ sex, figure’s sex, and empathy
would influence task performance in two mental bodily perspective taking tasks. The
finding that rotational costs were higher in women than men in both tasks would
argue against the idea that the 3PP-task engages social perspective taking abilities, and
that both tasks might assess mental rotation abilities for which a male advantage has
frequently been reported. On the other hand, observing (i) highest rotational costs in
women for female figures in the 1PP-task, (ii) higher rotational costs for male than
female figures in the 3PP-task, and for female than male figures in the 1PP-task, and
(iii) faster responding of women with increasing EQ scores in the 3PP-task would
suggest that some social perspective taking processes are active when performing not
only the 3PP-task but also the 1PP-task. In particular, it has been conjectured that the
3PP-task might mainly engage spatial (e.g. mental rotation) perspective taking
strategies, but that some individuals (mainly women) might spontaneously apply a
social perspective taking strategy. Also, the modulating influence of figures’ sex might
reflect processing advantages for female figures, social comparison processes (women
for female figures in the 1PP-task), and sex-specific emotional and social associations
(perspective taking facilitation for the female sex and inhibition for the male sex).
While the presented explanations are conjectural, they provide a new avenue to
explore individual differences in perspective taking and the different responses
that bodily stimuli might elicit from each sex. Thus, with special reference to our
findings, future studies should present the current tasks in an empathetic and spatial
context, and assess individuals’ gender role beliefs, social comparison, and problem
solving strategies.
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